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ABSTRACT 
The dynamic nature of today's market drives the need for flexibility in supply 
chains. The ever-growing need for and importance of flexibility in supply chains has 
motivated researchers to develop frameworks to achieve supply chain flexibility. Much 
of the research on supply chain flexibility focuses on drivers of the need for flexibility 
and classification of supply chain flexibility. Existing frameworks for determining the 
desired degree of flexibility in supply chains give an overview methodology; however, a 
comprehensive framework is absent. This research proposes a comprehensive framework 
to quantify the desired degree of flexibility in supply chains and accordingly determine 
its associated configuration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The emerging global market has placed a premium on the ability of companies to 
evaluate new market opportunities and introduce new products in order to respond 
quickly to customer requirements and remain competitive. Markets are becoming more 
global, dynamic, and customer driven, creating a turbulent, complex, and uncertain 
environment. In such an environment, competitive companies of the future must have the 
ability to sustain continuous change and respond to calls for dramatic change [ 1]. The 
uncertain and dynamic nature of markets drives the need for supply chains to be flexible 
because enterprises are expected to be agile and responsive due to the advancement of 
distributed information technology and the changing needs of the business community 
[2]. Hence, supply chains are faced with a situation in which they have to accept 
uncertainty, but need to develop a flexible strategy that enables them to match supply and 
demand [3]. However, the road to achieving successful flexibility strategy for supply 
chains is far from smooth. In a study conducted by Treville et al. [ 4], it was found that 
managers at many plants deemed an astounding 40% of flexibility improvement efforts to 
be unsuccessful and disappointing. The main reason for this is the fuzzy and complex 
construct of flexibility and misalignment of desired and achieved flexibility. Only by 
understanding the particular characteristics of the product type and market place 
requirements can the correct supply chain strategy be designed to ensure optimal 
performance. Therefore, there is a need to develop a framework or methodology to align 
the strategy of the supply chain with the flexibility needs of the industry [3]. 
Flexibility as the key dimension of supply chain performance has motivated 
researchers to define, classify and develop frameworks to achieve supply chain 
flexibility. Existing frameworks focus mainly on the classification of supply chain 
flexibility and market uncertainties that drive the need for flexibility at different levels of 
the supply chain. However, these frameworks propose only a brief methodology to 
achieve flexibility in supply chains and most of them fail to address the issue of the 
desired degree of flexibility. Therefore, it is necessary to bridge the gap by developing a 
comprehensive framework to not only quantify the desired flexibility of the supply chain 
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but also determine the optimum supply chain configuration to satisfy the flexibility 
needs. 
This thesis presents a system engineering framework to determine the optimal 
configuration of the supply chain by quantifying the desired degree of supply chain 
flexibility. System Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach to design complex 
systems which satisfies the customer needs in terms of performance, schedule, risk, and 
cost. Due to the dynamic nature of the market and distributed nature of today's 
enterprises, supply chains are evolving to be complex systems. Moreover, there is also an 
ever-growing interest to increase customer satisfaction levels and keeping the operating 
costs low at the same time. Therefore there is a need to apply concept of system 
engineering to align supply chain design to market needs. Flexibility metrics (e.g., new 
product flexibility, product mix flexibility, volume flexibility, and delivery flexibility) 
have been identified from the existing literature for each of the market needs (e.g., 
frequent introduction of new products, product variety, ability to cope with demand 
fluctuations, and short delivery time) in order to quantify the desired degree of supply 
chain flexibility. Systems at each level of the supply chain that determine the supply 
chain configuration and their possible alternatives have been identified from the existing 
literature. Then modeling and simulation is used to determine the performance of the 
alternatives with respect to the drivers of supply chain flexibility. 
This research contributes to the literature on supply chain flexibility follow in a 
number of ways. First, this research gives a system engineering perspective to align the 
supply chain design to the market needs. Second, the research identifies all the systems at 
each level of the supply chain that determines the supply chain configuration and also the 
possible alternatives for each of these systems. Third, the framework developed is more 
comprehensive; it not only quantifies the desired degree of flexibility for supply chains, 
but also determines the configuration of the supply chain. 
The remaining sections of the thesis are organized as follows: Section 2 provides 
a comprehensive review of supply chain flexibility and agility frameworks. Section 3 
introduces the proposed framework to achieve the desired degree of flexibility in supply 
chains and the deployment of flexibility at each level of the supply chain. Section 4 gives 
details about the systems at each level of supply chain that enable flexibility in supply 
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chains. Possible alternative policies or configurations for each of these systems have also 
been discussed in detail. Section 5 gives a detailed outline of the methodology used to 
determine the optimal configuration of the supply chain. Section 6 gives a description 
about the simulation models and the assumption made for each model. Section 7 gives 
details about the experiments that have been designed to compare the alternatives with 
respect to new product flexibility, product mix flexibility, volume flexibility and delivery 
flexibility. The results of the simulation are presented and discussed in detail in Section 8. 
Finally, conclusions are drawn and potential for future work is proposed in Section 9. 
2. BACKGROUND LITERATURE AND REVIEW OF SUPPY CHAIN 
FLEXIBILITY FRAMEWORKS 
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The vast literature on supply chain flexibility consists of numerous frameworks 
with different perspectives on incorporating flexibility in supply chains. Most of the 
frameworks focus only on manufacturing flexibility and its benefits to business 
performance. For example, the framework proposed by Swamidass and Newell [6] 
focuses on the relationship between manufacturing flexibility and business performance 
by conducting a study of 35 manufacturing firms. Later frameworks hypothesized that 
organizational flexibility was a function of product development, manufacturing, supply, 
and logistics flexibility, since flexibility in production systems is not alone sufficient for 
competing in a rapidly changing environment [7]. The conceptual model of supply chain 
flexibility by Duclos et al. [8] forms a theoretical foundation for analyzing supply chain 
flexibility by recognizing the cross enterprise nature of supply chain flexibility and the 
need to have flexibility strategies beyond firm boundaries. 
The value chain flexibility model by Zhang et al. [9] provides an abstract 
understanding of value chain flexibility and its ability to cope with environmental 
uncertainties. It considers supply chain flexibility to be a function of product 
development, manufacturing, logistics, and spanning flexibilities. The flexibility levels 
of the supply chain are defined and further classification of each level is carried out. For 
example, product development is further classified into product concept, prototype, 
product, modification and new product flexibilities. Manufacturing flexibility is 
classified into machine, material handling, labor, routing, and volume and mix 
flexibilities. Logistics flexibility is classified into physical supply, purchasing, physical 
distribution, and demand management flexibilities, and spanning flexibility into 
information dissemination and strategy deployment flexibility. This framework provides 
a comprehensive classification of the flexibility from the top level of the supply chain to 
the lower levels. 
The global supply chain agility model created by Swafford et al. [10] classifies 
supply chain agility as a function of flexibility in product development, sourcing, 
manufacturing, logistics, and information technology. Flexibility at each level of the 
supply chain is defined as a function of range and adaptability, whereas range is defined 
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as the number of flexible options that can be achieved with existing resources and 
adaptability is defined as the ability to change the existing number of states. The 
framework formulates dimensions of range and adaptability for each level of the supply 
chain and also derives metrics to measure supply chain agility and performance. The 
definitions of Swafford et al. for manufacturing, logistics, sourcing and information 
technology flexibilities are comprehensive, covering all attributes of flexibility. 
Kumar et al. [ 11] proposes a three stage conceptual framework to implement and 
manage flexibility in supply chains. In the initial stage the degree of uncertainties faced 
by the organization and its ability to deal with uncertainties are identified by carrying out 
a SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat) analysis. After competitive 
analysis, organization goals and objectives are defined and flexibility requirements (e.g., 
product, volume, delivery, and new products) of the organization are ascertained. The 
second stage deals with the implementation of flexibility by assigning flexibility 
requirements to different levels of the supply chain and identifying strategies for 
implementation. The final stage is the feedback and control stage, in which required and 
observed flexibility are periodically measured and controlled. This ensures that 
flexibility continues to provide a competitive edge and positively influence supply chain 
performance. 
Pujawan's [5] framework for assessmg flexibility classifies supply chain 
flexibility into sourcing, product development, production, and delivery flexibilities. The 
drivers of the need for flexibility in supply chains are identified and mapped to each level 
of the supply chain. The intensity of relationships between keyed drivers and various 
levels of the supply chain is determined and weights are assigned accordingly, leading to 
the quantification of the desired degree of flexibility at each level of the supply chain. 
The degree of flexibility at each level is identified by conducting a survey and 
quantifying the results. Gap analysis is then carried out to determine the levels in the 
supply chain that require greater levels of flexibility. The thesis presents guidelines for 
conducting flexibility judgment and a case study to provide insights into the pertinence of 
the framework. 
The existing frameworks used to achieve flexibility and agility in supply chains 
and their contribution to the literature on supply chain flexibility are summarized in Table 
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2.1. It is clearly evident that, there is a significant overlap in the frameworks summarized 
in Table 2.1, yet there is no agreement on the classification of supply chain flexibility. 
Table 2.1. Existing frameworks on supply chain flexibility 
FRAMEWORK AUTHORNEAR 
A conceptual model of supply Duclos et al. 
chain flexibility. 2003 [6] 
Value chain flexibility; a Zhang et al. 
dichotomy and competence. 2002 [7] 
Global supply chain agility Swafford et al. 
model and its impact on 2000 [8] 
competitive performance. 
Conceptual framework to Kumar et al. 
develop and manage 2004 [9] 
flexibility in supply chains. 
DESCRIPTION 
Examination of classification 
schemes of supply chain 
flexibility published m the 
literature. 
Creation of a theoretical 
foundation for analyzing the 
components of supply chain 
flexibility. 











Classification of supply chain 
flexibility and development of 
dimensions for each of the 
flexibility levels. 
Definition and development of 
measures for supply chain agility 
and flexibility for each level of 
the supply chain. 
Presentation of a brief 
conceptual framework to 
implement and manage 
flexibility in supply chains. 
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Table 2.1. Existing frameworks on supply chain flexibility (cont.) 
Assessing supply chain Pujawan Classification of supply chain 
flexibility; a conceptual 2004 [3] flexibility. 
model and case study. Identification of drivers of the 
need for flexibility. 
Determination of the desired 
degree of flexibility at each level 
of the supply chain. 
Frameworks by Duclos et al. and Swafford et al. focus primarily on the taxonomy 
of supply chain flexibility without any consideration of the industry characteristics and 
other environmental factors. Zhang et al. considers environmental uncertainty in their 
study, but fails to address the issue of the desired degree of flexibility in supply chains. 
Pujawan's framework identifies the drivers of supply chain flexibility and determines the 
desired degree of flexibility at each level of the supply chain, but determining the optimal 
configuration of the supply chain is beyond its scope. It is evident here Table 2.1 from the 
literature that very little work has been done so far on the issue of flexibility 
implementation. Therefore, the framework is proposed quantifies the desired degree of 
supply chain flexibility and accordingly determines the optimal configuration of the 
supply chain. 
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3. FRAMEWORK FOR FLEXIBILITY DRIVERS 
3.1. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
The main aim of this research is to develop a framework to 1) quantify the desired 
degree of supply chain flexibility and 2) determine the optimal configuration of the 
supply chain based on the needs of the industry. In order to quantify the desired degree of 
supply chain flexibility, it is essential to identify drivers of supply chain flexibility and 
develop metrics to measure their intensity. As stated before, the need for flexibility is 
largely influenced by the operating environment of a supply chain. The literature on the 
drivers of supply chain flexibility illustrates both external and internal drivers of supply 
chain flexibility. While market needs are classified as external drivers of flexibility, 
operating characteristics are considered to be internal drivers. Slack [12] identified the 
external drivers of supply chain flexibility to be frequent introduction of new products, 
product variety, short lead time to market, output variation, and time/schedule changes 
and he developed flexibility metrics for these drivers. Similarly, Suarez et al. [13] 
identified and defined flexibility metrics to assist firms in implementing a particular 
optimal configuration or strategy. Hence the following flexibility metrics developed by 
Suarez et al. have been adopted: 
1. New product flexibility: ability to introduce new products or changes to existing 
products by additions to the product mix over time; 
2. Product mix flexibility: Ability of the system to produce different number of products 
at the same time; 
3. Volume flexibility: ability of the system to change the total production level, in order 
to respond quickly to demand changes; 
4. Delivery flexibility: ability to move planned delivery dates forward or backward; 
The proposed framework, adopts the Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) 
model to drive flexibility at different levels of the supply chain. The SCOR model is a 
process reference model that has been developed and endorsed by the Supply Chain 
Council as the cross-industry standard diagnostic tool for supply chain management [14]. 
The SCOR model describes the business processes (supply chain levels), i.e., source, 
make, deliver and return, required to satisfy the customer's demand and it can be used to 
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represent supply chains of disparate industries. Having adopted the SCOR model for 
identifying the different levels of the supply chain, it is essential to investigate the 
systems that determine the supply chain configuration. In reviewing the literature for 
systems that enable flexibility in the source, make, deliver functions of the supply chain, 
the following systems have been identified: supplier collaboration, supply side inventory 
control policy, manufacturing system, production planning and control system, 
decoupling point, distribution network, and demand side inventory control policy. Figure 
3.1 illustrates levels of the supply chain based on the SCOR model and the systems at 
each level that determine the supply chain configuration. 
Supply Chain flexibility I 
I 
I I 




~ point Collaboration system 
Supply side Manufacturing Distribution ~ inventory support system network 
control policy .._ Production 
Planning and Demand side 
Control '-- inventory 
control 
Figure 3.1. SCOR model with systems that enable flexibility at each level of supply chain 
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Each of these systems will be discussed in the following sections. 
3.2. DRIVING FLEXIBILITY AT EACH LEVEL OF THE SUPPLY CHAIN 
In this section the systems at each level of the supply chain that determine 
supply chain configuration have been addressed and the alternatives for each of these 
systems is have also been discussed. 
3.2.1. Source (Supply). One of the keys to achieving agile response to fast 
changing markets lies upstream from the organization in the quality of supplier 
relationships [15]. Bensaou [7] states that successful supply chain management requires 
the effective and efficient management of relationships: first, firms must match the 
optimal type of relationship to the various product, market and supplier conditions: 
second, they must adopt the appropriate management approach for each type of 
relationship. Integrating sourcing with supply chain management supports an 
organizations ability to deliver products and services in a timely, effective manner [16], 
thereby increasing supply chain flexibility. Therefore, flexibility at the supply level of the 
supply chain is mainly a function of the collaboration strategy adopted with suppliers and 
the supply side inventory control policy. Austin and Lee [17] found that companies in the 
PC industry are engaged in extensive collaborative efforts with suppliers to reduce the 
risks of material shortages during the product introduction phase and overproduction at 
the end of the product lifecycle. 
Types of collaborative relationships with suppliers include, 1) information 
exchange, 2) supplier managed replenishment, and 3) convenient partnerships. 
Collaboration through information exchange is done by sharing demand information such 
as point of sales data with suppliers. Such information would help to reduce the echelon 
inventory levels and reduce risk of stock outs and excess inventory. In the case of 
supplier managed replenishment, collaboration is much more than just information 
sharing. The supplier generates the replenishment order and takes responsibility for 
maintaining the manufacturer's inventory. Convenient types of partnerships with 
suppliers do not involve any collaboration, and are often maintained by joining e-
consortiums to create a dynamic supplier base. Convenient partnerships lead to volume 
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flexibility, but conflicting goals might lead to higher inventory levels with in the supply 
chain. Collaborative relationships with suppliers would not only help to reduce echelon 
inventory, but also to increase the availability of raw materials or components. 
Flexibility performance at the supply level of the supply chain is also a function 
of supply side inventory control policy. These policies should be well managed and 
coordinated among the members of the supply chain to ensure desired customer service 
levels. Alternative inventory management policies include, 1) Material Requirement 
Planning (MRP), 2) order point system, and 3) Kanban. Material Requirement Planning 
(MRP) is a time phased replenishment approach based on the anticipated demand. 
Inventory status is reviewed periodically and orders are placed to the upstream members 
of the chain. The order point system, on the other hand, is an inventory control system 
that operates on logic where replenishment orders are placed when the inventory falls 
below the predetermined order point. Finally, the kanban system which gained popularity 
in the 1980s, utilizes improved information technology and emphasis on organizational 
integration and co-ordination. The main goal of the kanban system is to ensure that the 
right quantity arrives at the right place at the right time. The operating logic of the kanban 
system is similar to pull logic, but the main focus here is to minimize inventory at the 
cost of placing frequent orders. Therefore, integration and co-ordination with suppliers to 
reduce ordering costs is essential. 
3.2.2. Make (Manufacturing). Flexibility is widely recognized as a key 
component of successful manufacturing strategy and is defined as the capability of a firm 
to quickly and economically respond to various types of environmental uncertainty [18]. 
Flexibility in the manufacturing level of the supply chain can be achieved through both 
technology and human resources. The "technology approach" to achieving flexibility at 
the manufacturing level of the supply chain involves the use of automation, such as 
Flexible Machine Systems (FMS), automated material handling systems, real time 
process control systems, and rapid prototyping tools such as computer aided machining 
(CAM). Many manufacturing firms are now investing in flexible manufacturing systems 
(FMS) in an attempt to improve their responsiveness to unforeseen changes in product 
markets and manufacturing technology [19]. Manufacturing flexibility can also be 
delivered by human resources. The larger the range of skills of a worker, the more 
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flexible he or she is, either in terms of a mix of products or in terms of the 
interchangeability of workers between workstations [20]. Therefore, flexibility at the 
manufacturing level of the supply chain is a function of manufacturing and 
manufacturing support systems. 
Configuration of the manufacturing system determines the degree of automation 
of machines, material handling systems, and their layouts. Different configurations of 
manufacturing systems available are, automated transfer lines, job shop, flexible 
manufacturing systems, agile reconfigurable cells, and manufacturing cells. Each of 
these manufacturing system configurations have different degrees of associated 
flexibility. Therefore, the selection of a specific manufacturing system configuration is 
depends on the degree of flexibility desired. 
The manufacturing support systems enable the system to be responsive to market 
demand fluctuations. The production planning and control system is the interface of the 
manufacturing system with the upstream and downstream members of the supply chain. 
Production planning systems can be broadly classified into schedule based and quantity 
based systems. Schedule based systems, also known as push systems, determine the 
starting and finishing times of operations based on lead time offset. Examples of schedule 
based systems include, Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP) and Optimized 
Production Technology (OPT). The quantity based or pull systems maintain buffer 
inventory levels for each of the manufacturing operations and orders are triggered when 
the inventory falls below a pre-determined point. Examples of the quantity based systems 
are Kanban, Constrained Work in Process inventory (CONWIP) and Theory of 
Constraints (TOC). 
3.2.3. Deliver (Logistics). The delivery level ofthe supply chain enables superior 
customer service by synchronizing product delivery to customer demands [21]. 
Flexibility at this level of the supply chain can be accomplished by planning and 
controlling the flow and storage of goods from their point of origin to consumption. The 
capabilities of physical distribution and demand management are strategically important 
because they enable firms to meet the needs of the eventual customers [22]. Therefore, 
the positioning of the decoupling point, type of distribution network, and the demand side 
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inventory control policy determine the flexibility performance at this level of the supply 
chain. 
Postponement has been considered an important method for attaining both mass 
customization and agility [23]. Jones et al. [3] define the decoupling point as the point in 
the material flow streams to which the customer order penetrates. It is basically the 
junction at which the forecast and order driven (push and pull) activities meet through the 
postponement of product differentiation. The position of the decoupling point is probably 
the single most important decision in supply chain configuration due to its impact on the 
flexibility performance of the entire supply chain. Available alternatives for the 
decoupling point are 1) make-to-stock (MTS) supply chain, 2) assemble-to-order (ATO) 
supply chain and 3) make-to-order (MTO) supply chain. In a make-to-stock supply chain, 
materials are pushed downstream to the distributor or retailer based on the demand 
forecast. Therefore, product differentiation takes place at the manufacturing or assembly 
process. Accurate forecasting by all members of the supply chain is critical in order to 
achieve a high service level and reduce overstocks [24]. In the case of an assemble-to-
order supply chain, customization is postponed to the assembly stage. This is an effective 
strategy for responding to varying product mixes and overstocks due to product 
obsolescence. Finally, in the case of a make-to-order supply chain, the decoupling point 
is pushed back to the manufacturer. Since the product is manufactured only for real 
customer orders, lead time for replenishment of customer orders increases, but there is an 
increase in the ability to cope with product mix and demand fluctuations. 
The type of distribution network determines the responsiveness of the supply 
chain to customer needs and the cost incurred to achieve it. There are five different 
distribution network types, namely, 1) retail storage with customer pick-up, 2) 
manufacturer storage with in-transit merge, 3) distributor storage with package carrier 
delivery, 4) distributor storage with last mile delivery and 5) manufacturer storage with 
direct shipping [25]. Each of the distribution networks have different degrees of customer 
service and deployment costs associated with them. In the case of manufacturer storage 
with a direct shipping network, products are shipped directly to customers, thereby 
eliminating the need for a distribution center. Manufacturer storage with direct shipping 
and in- transit merge is similar to the previous networks, except for the in-transit merge. 
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This network is used in situations where the customer order consists of products from 
different manufacturers. The in-transit merge activities are usually outsourced to third 
party service providers due to high facility and processing costs. In a distributor storage 
and carrier delivery network, inventory is maintained in a warehouse by the distributor 
and shipped to customers. Distributor storage with last mile delivery is a home delivery 
network with distribution centers located close to the customers. This network requires 
high inventory levels due to low levels of aggregation in inventory. Retail storage with 
customer pick up is a standard network used by most companies. In this case, the 
inventory is stored locally at the retail stores. The selection of the distribution network 
will determine the type of transportation mode and warehouse. Therefore, a network 
designer needs to consider market needs and the product characteristics before deciding 
on a specific distribution network. 
The delivery function of the supply chain also involves demand side inventory 
management. Inventory control policies determine the way inventory levels are 
maintained across the supply chain. These policies should be well managed and 
coordinated among the members of the supply chain to ensure desired customer service 
levels. Distribution Requirement Planning (DRP) and order-point replenishment are two 
types of inventory control policies. Distribution Requirement Planning (DRP) is a time-
phased replenishment approach with an operational concept similar to that of Material 
Requirement Planning (MRP). Based on the anticipated demand, inventory status is 
reviewed periodically and orders are placed to the upstream member of the chain. The 
order point system, on the other hand is a pull type inventory control system where 
replenishment orders are placed when the inventory falls below the predetermined order 
point. Order point systems are considered to be reactive because they often use average 
information for the replenishment decisions and do not have mechanisms to anticipate the 
changes in demand [26]. 
Figure 3.2 shows all the systems at each level of the supply chain and the 
alternatives for each of these systems that have been discussed in this section. Therefore, 
in order to drive the flexibility needs of the industry to the supply chain design, 1) 
Flexibility metrics have to measure the flexibility needs of the supply chain have been 
identified, 2) Systems at each level of the supply chain that enable flexibility have been 
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determined, and finally in this section, 3) Alternatives for each of the supply chain 
systems have been enumerated. Using this framework, the configuration of the supply 
chain can be aligned to the flexibility needs of the industry. 
In order to implement the proposed framework, the performance of the 
alternatives for each of the above mentioned systems should be compared with respect to 
the flexibility metric. Discrete event simulation is used to compare the performance of the 
alternatives with respect to, new product flexibility, product mix flexibility, volume 
flexibility and delivery flexibility. Discrete event simulation, a powerful tool to compare 
alternative real time systems prior implementation, is used to evaluate the operating 
performance of these alternatives [27]. Discrete event simulation models can represent 
system behavior in detail and can represent material flow, information flow and 
combination of both [28]. . The performance of any supply chain system is measured 
based on the service level or fill rate and the total inventory cost which involves the 
ordering, holding and backorder costs. 
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Kleijnen et al. [29] list all the supply chain performance metrics used in the 
industry to measure the logistical performance. Fill rate and inventory cost are the critical 
performance metrics used to compare supply chain systems. High service level is desired, 
but cost is also equally important. An alternative might achieve the desired service level, 
but the cost of achieving the desired service level might be high. Such an alternative is 
considered to be less flexiblte as compared to the one which achieves the same service 
level with low cost. On the other hand, some alternatives might achieve relatively low 
service levels, but the costs could also be significantly low. Such an alterntive might be 
preffered to one with relatively high service level and cost. It is therefore very important 
to strike the right balance between the service level and cost. Therefore the ratio of 
service level by cost, known as flexibility index, is used to measure the flexibility Let 
Nso be the average back order quantity and N be the total demand, then fill rate or 
service level is determined as shown below. Let C be the total inventory cost obtained 
from the cost model, then Flexibility index a is given by the formula shown below. 
r = 1-( N so I N) (1 ) 
a = r/ C (2) 
This performance metric is used to compare the performance of the alternatives 
across all systems of the supply chain. Out of the seven systems mentioned above that 
determine the configuration of the supply chain; only three systems are considered to 
implement our framework: demand side inventory control, supply side inventory control 
and decoupling point. These systems have been considered to implement the framework 
because, 1) Ease of modeling these systems, and 2) Other systems need lot of data and 
complex anaylsis required to derive conculsions. Modeling and simulation of these 
systems is carried out in Matlab 7 .1. The simulation code for these systems is as shown in 
Appendix D. 
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4. SIMULATION AND MODELING METHODOLOGY 
4.1. SIMULATION MODELS 
In this section, the simulation models that have been developed is discussed in 
detail, 1) Demand side inventory control policy, 2) Decoupling point, and 3) Supply side 
inventory control policy, that have been developed to implement the framework. The 
demand side inventory control model is developed for a single distributor-retailer 
network scenario as shown in Figure 4.1. The distributor supplies products i = 1 ... p to the 
retailer based on the orders placed by the retailer. Many researchers have found that use 
of safety stock can help reduce nervousness of DRP/MRP systems to demand 
uncertainty. Hence, the safety stock with rolling horizon policy for the MRP system used 
by Zhao et al. [30] in their study to evaluate safety stock methods in multi-level MRP 
systems has been adopted. The DRP with safety stock and rolling horizon policy has been 
adopted for the Distribution Requirement Planning (DRP) model and min-max inventory 
control policy for the Order point system. The min-max system of inventory control is the 
most popular of all the inventory control procedures [31]. Therefore, the min-max policy 
has been adopted to model an order point pull system. The following assumptions have 
been made to avoid complexity in the model: 1) lead times are deterministic, 2) 
Manufacturer supplies products to distributor on time, and 3) Customer waits for delayed 
orders. 
Product Products 
i= l.. ...... p i = l.. ...... p 




Figure 4.1. Simulation model for demand side inventory control system 
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Decoupling point as ·described before determines the point where product 
differentiation. Lee et. al [32] model the costs and benefits of delayed product 
differentiation and discuss three approaches of postponement, 1) standardization; 2) 
modular design; and 3) process restructuring. The first two approaches require changes in 
the manufacturing equipment and product redesign which involve some investment cost. 
The process restructuring approach is just about postponing the operation, by conducting 
it after the customer order arrives. Therefore, the process restructuring is considered in 
the approach to evaluate decoupling point configurations. 
The exposition of our model for decoupling point is simplified by developing a 
model for a supplier-manufacturer-assembler-distributor scenario, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
The supplier supplies raw materials j= 1, ... , m, to the manufacture to produce work in 
process inventory k=l, ... ,w,. The min-max inventory control has been adopted for all the 
decoupling point alternatives. The following assumptions are made to simplify the model: 
1) lead times are deterministic, 3) customer waits for delayed orders, and 4) unlimited 
supply of raw materials for the supplier. The performance the alternative configurations 
is dependent on the processing costs at the manufacturing and assembly stage, since they 
determine the inventory holding costs at the stocking points. Running the simulation for 
only one particular case of processing cost at the assembly and manufacturing phase will 
create a bias. In order to eliminate the bias, different scenarios of processing cost at 
manufacturing stage and assembly stage are considered. The cost model developed by 
Lee et al. [32] is used to compare the alternative configurations. 
The supply side inventory control model is developed for a single supplier-
manufacturer scenario as shown in Figure 4.3. The supplier supplies components, 
j=l. .. m to the manufacturer to manufacture products i=l. .. p. Demand generated for the 
finished products and then driven to the components based on the bill of materials 
structure. Similar to the demand side inventory control policy, a safety stock with rolling 
horizon policy for the MRP system used by Zhao et al. [30] in their study to evaluate 
safety stock methods in multi-level MRP systems has been adopted. Assumptions made 
in the model are: 1) supplier has unlimited quantity of raw materials, and 2) deterministic 
lead time for manufacturing and transportation. The mathematical models that have been 
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Figure 4.2. Simulation model for decoupling point 
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Figure 4.3 Simulation model for supply side inventory control system 
4.2. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 
Distributor 
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As discussed in the methodology, there is a need to determine the flexibility of the 
alternatives with respect to the drivers of supply chain flexibility. Therefore, experiments 
have been designed to determine the volume flexibility, delivery flexibility, product mix 
flexibility and new product flexibility of the alternative supply chain systems. The 
alternatives for each of these systems shall be compared used flexibility metric called 
flexibility index as discussed in the previous section. The ordering cost and holding cost 
ratio and the penalty cost to holding cost ratio have significant effect on the cost models 
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of the supply chain systems that have been considered which intern affects the flexibility 
index. Hence, the ratios shown below in Table 4.1 are varied and simulation is carried out 
for each of experiments for 12 different combinations of the ratios. 
Frequent introduction of new products increases market dynamics, driving the 
need for supply chain flexibility. Fisher [33] devised a simple framework to determine 
the right supply chain for the product, in which he classified products based on the length 
of their lifecycle and demand characteristics. Products having a very short life cycle of 6 
months to one year are classified as innovative products, and the forecasting error range 
is 40-100%. On the other hand, functional products with a life cycle of more than 2 years 
haven an average forecasting error of 10%.Using the product life cycle demand curve and 
the forecast error range for innovative and functional products devised by Fisher [32], 
demand cycles are generated for products with life cycle of 1 year, 2 years and 3 years, 
respectively 
Table 4.1. List of ratios considered during simulation 
Ordering cost/ Holding cost (K/H) 10 50 100 500 
Penalty cost/ Holding cost (B/H) 20 60 100 
The alternative supply chain systems are compared for 36 test problems ( 4 
ordering cost to holding cost levels, 3 penalty to holding cost ratios, 3 product life cycle 
levels). The inputs to determine the new product flexibility is as shown in table 1 of 
Appendix B. 
To determine the product mix flexibility of the alternatives, the number of 
products in the system and volume of demand is correspondingly varied. Heterogeneous 
and homogenous demand scenarios for each case (number of products) have also been 
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generated. The alternative supply chain systems are compared for 180 test problems ( 4 
ordering cost to holding cost levels, 3 penalty to holding cost ratios, 3 number of product 
levels and 5 sublevels for each product mix level). The inputs to determine the product 
mix flexibility is as shown in table 2 of Appendix B. 
In this experiment, the volume flexibility measure considers only the costs 
associated to meet the volume fluctuations. Input demand is assumed to be a normal 
distribution and is varied from low to high. In this case, the main concern is only the 
cost associated in meeting the demand and are not the degree of demand uncertainty; 
hence the following assumptions are made, 1) Forecasted demand and actual demand is 
assumed to be the same, and 2) the standard deviation of the demand is also kept constant 
for all degrees of demands. The alternative supply chain systems are compared for 60 
test problems ( 4 ordering cost to holding cost levels, 3 penalty to holding cost ratios, 5 
product demand levels). The inputs to determine the volume flexibility is as shown in 
Table 3 of Appendix B. 
Delivery flexibility allows the supply chain to accommodate rush orders and 
special orders Therefore, forecasting error is used to model the demand fluctuation that 
occurs due the changes in the order dates. The forecasting error is increased from low to 
high and the flexibility index is calculated for each case. The alternative supply chain 
systems are compared for 96 test problems ( 4 ordering cost to holding cost levels, 3 
penalty to holding cost ratios, 8 demand uncertainty levels ). The inputs to determine the 
volume flexibility is as shown in Table 4 of Appendix B. 
In order to statistically compare the alternatives for different scenarios, the paired-
t confidence interval approach has been used for two alternative designs and the 
Bonferroni approach for comparing more than two alternative system designs. For each 
experiment, 30 replications are simulated and the above mentioned approaches are used 
for analysis. In the paired-t confidence interval approach to compare the performance of 
two systems, difference between the performances of the alternative systems is calculated 
for each replication and the sample mean and standard deviation is determined. The 
sample mean and standard deviation is then used to calculate the confidence interval with 
95% confidence. If the confidence interval ranges from negative to positive, it is 
considered that performances of both the systems are the same for that particular case. On 
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the other hand, if the confidence interval range is either negative or positive it is 
concluded that one of the alternatives is better than the other for that particular case. The 
Bonferroni approach is useful for comparing three to about five designs or alternatives 
[34]. The Bonferroni approach is very similar to the t- confidence interval approach. The 
Boniferroni method is implemented by constructing a series of confidence intervals to 
compare alternatives. If K is the number of alternatives, then the number of confidence 
intervals for pair wise comparisons is given by the formula: K*(K-1)/2. The logic for 
deciding whether there is a significant difference between the performances of the 
systems is same as the paired-t confidence interval approach. 
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND INSIGHTS 
This section presents the results and insights obtained from the simulation 
experiments and statistical analysis that have been performed. The conclusions from the 
simulation results shown in Appendix C for demand side inventory control policy are as 
shown in Table 5.1. In the case of the demand side inventory control policy, it is clearly 
evident from the simulation results that the performance of the order point performs 
better than the DRP when demand flexibility is low, but DRP performs better when high 
demand flexibility is desired. The order point is a better option than DRP when demand 
medium and high, since it can take demand uncertainty due to the buffer stock. It is also 
observed that when the demand and number of products increases, performance of the 
order point deteriorates significantly due to the high inventory holding costs. With 
respect to new product flexibility, distribution requirement planning performs better for 
products with long life cycles mainly because ofthe low demand uncertainty, while order 
point performs better for products with short lifecycles. Overall the order point policy 
performs better than the DRP in terms of service level; it' s only the inventory holding 
cost that affects the performance of the order point when demand and product variety 
mcreases. 
Table 5.1. Flexibility performance table for demand side inventory control policy 
LOW 
Demand flexibility . ORDER POINT 
Delivery flexibility DRP 
Product mix flexibility ORDER POINT 
New product flexibility DRP 
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Table 5.1. Flexibility performance table for demand side inventory control policy (cont.) 
MEDIUM 
Demand flexibility DRP 
Delivery flexibility ORDER POINT 
Product mix flexibility DRP 
New product flexibility ORDER POINT 
Demand flexibility DRP 
Delivery flexibility ORDER POINT 
Product mix flexibility DRP 
New product flexibility ORDER POINT 
In the case of the supply side inventory control policy three alternatives, i.e. , 
Material Requirement Planning (MRP), kanban and order point, are compared. The 
conclusions from the simulation results shown in Appendix C for the supply side 
inventory control policy are as summarized in the Table 5.2. In this system, it is observed 
that order point performs consistently performs better than the Kanban and MRP in terms 
of demand flexibility, because of the low inventory levels. The order point system 
performs better than the MRP and kanban when the demand uncertainty increases 
because of the lead time buffer stock. Therefore, if high level of delivery flexibility is 
desired then order point system would be preferred. In the case of product mix flexibility, 
kanban perform better than the MRP and the order point, because of the low inventory 
levels. Kanban also performs better than the MRP and order point when a product with 
long life cycles, but as the product life cycle decreases, order point system performs 
better than kanban and MRP. 
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Table 5.2. Flexibility performance table for supply side inventory control policy 
LOW 




Delivery flexibility KANSAN 
MRP 
ORDER POINT 
Product mix flexibility KANSAN 
MRP 
ORDERPOINT 




Demand flexibility ORDERPOINT 
KANSAN 
MRP 
Delivery flexibility ORDERPOINT 
KANSAN 
MRP 
Product mix flexibility KANSAN 
MRP 
ORDERPOINT 




Table 5.2. Flexibility performance table for supply side inventory control policy (cont.) 
Demand flexibility ORDERPOINT 
KANBAN 
MRP 
Delivery flexibility ORDERPOINT 
KANBAN 
MRP 
Product mix flexibility KANBAN 
MRP 
ORDERPOINT 
New product flexibility ORDERPOINT 
KANBAN 
MRP 
The positioning of the decoupling point is one of the most important decisions in 
supply chain design, since it has a significant affect on the flexibility performance of the 
entire supply chain. As discussed before, the simulation has been run for 4 different 
scenarios of manufacturing processing cost to finished goods holding cost ratio and 
assembly processing cost to finished goods holding cost ratio. Table 5.3 summarizes the 
rankings of the alternatives for different degrees of demand, delivery, product mix and 
new product flexibility. It is observed from the simulation results that as the demand 
increases, the make-to-order alternative performs better than the assemble-to-order and 
make-to-stock alternatives. This can be mainly attributed to low inventory holding costs 
of raw materials. Delivery performance of the assemble-to-order chain is observed to be 
better than the make-to-order and the make-to-stock configurations, since it strikes the 
right balance between inventory costs and service level. In the case of product mix 
flexibility it is again observed that assemble-to-order chain performs better than the other 
configurations for all degrees, i.e., low, medium and high of product mixes. Assemble-to-
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order configuration outperforms the make-to-order and make-to-stock options, even with 
respect to new product flexibility. From the simulation output graphs, it is clearly 
observed that, postponement of processes adding less value to the product can 
significantly increases the flexibility of the supply chain. On the other hand, 
postponement of high value adding process might be detrimental to the performance of 
the supply chain. It is observed in the decoupling point configuration that the assemble-
to-order option performs better than the other alternatives for most of the cases; therefore, 
further study is necessary to validate this result. 
The results from the simulation and statistical analysis that have been tabulated 
can be used to configure the supply chain based on the flexibility needs of the industry. 
The tables give insight on which alternative performs the best for different degrees of the 
flexibility metrics. Therefore, once the desired degree of flexibility is quantified, the best 
alternative for each of the systems can be determined. 
Table 5.3. Flexibility performance table for decoupling point 
LOW 
Demand flexibility ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE -TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-STOCK 
Delivery flexibility ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-STOCK 
Product mix flexibility ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-STOCK 
MAKE-TO-ORDER 




Table 5.3. Flexibility performance table for decoupling point (cont.) 
MEDIUM 
Demand flexibility ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE -TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-STOCK 
Delivery flexibility ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-STOCK 
Product mix flexibility ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-STOCK 
New product flexibility ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-STOCK 
MAKE-TO-ORDER 
Demand flexibility ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE -TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-STOCK 
Delivery flexibility ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-STOCK 
Product mix flexibility ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-ORDER 
MAKE-TO-STOCK 




For example, consider the automotive industry which needs low delivery and 
demand flexibility, high product mix flexibility and medium new product flexibility, 
Table 5.1 recommends order point for low demand flexibility, DRP for low delivery 
flexibility, DRP for high product mix flexibility, and order point for medium new product 
flexibility. In such scenarios it is difficult to deside between the alternatives and further 
insight into the simulation results is desired. It is observed from the simulation results 
that DRP significantly outperforms the order point when high product mix flexibility is 
required. On the other hand, there is no significant difference between the DRP and 
orderpoint when demand flexibility is low and delivery flexibility is medium. Therefore, 
DRP would be a better option for the demand side inventory control policy for the 
automobile industry. 
For the supply side inventory control policy Table 5.2 recommends order point for 
low demand flexibility, kanban for low delivery flexibility and high product mix 
flexibility and order point for medium new product flexibility. In this case, high product 
mix flexibility is required, and kanban significantly outperforms the order point for high 
product mix flexibility and in situations where order point wins, it is seen that order point 
does not outperform kanban significantly. Therefore, kanban would be the best option for 
the automobile industry. 
In the case of the decoupling point, Table 5.3 recommends assemble-to-order 
alternative for low demand and delivery flexibility, high product mix flexibility and 
medium new product flexibility. Therefore, assemble-to-order is the best alternative for 
the automobile industry. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
In the existing literature on supply chain flexibility, there has been no attempt 
made to determine the configuration of the supply chain based on the market needs. This 
research has proposed and implemented a framework that can be used to drive the desired 
level of flexibility in the supply chain configuration. This framework not only quantifies 
the desired degree of supply chain flexibility but also aligns the supply chain 
configuration accordingly. The performance of these alternatives with respect to the 
drivers of supply chain flexibility is also studied. Experiments have been designed and 
statistical analysis conducted to compare the performance of the alternatives with respect 
to the drivers of supply chain flexibility. Finally, this study serves as a starting point to 
determine the configuration of the supply chain based on the market needs. The 
simulation models that have been developed assume, a single manufacturer-supplier and 
distributor-retailer network, normal distribution for demand and deterministic lead times. 
Therefore, further study with many standard supply chain networks and demand 
distributions is essential before suggesting alternatives for different degrees of the 
flexibility metrics. The scope of the study also needs to be scaled by applying a similar 





This appendix consists of the mathematical models that have been developed for all the 
alternatives of the following systems, 1) Demand side inventory control policy, 2) Supply 














DEMAND SIDE INVENTORY CONROL POLICY 
Time period 
Product index 
Number of time period 
Number of products 
Retailer 
Planning period for retailer 
Frozen interval for retailer 
Maximum level of inventory of product i at retailer 
Safety stock for product i at retailer 
Lead time for transportation of goods from distributor to 
retailer 
Safety stock for product i at retailer at timet 
Scheduled receipts by distributor at for product i at time t 
Scheduled receipts for back orders from distributor for 
product i at time t 
Actual demand for product i at time t at the distributor 
Forecasted demand for product i at timet at the distributor 
Mean demand at for product i at the distributor ( forecast) 
Penalty cost per unit back order for product i at retailer 
Purchase orders for product i at timet 
Planned orders for product i at time t 
Economic Order Quantity for product I at retailer 
Reorder point for product i 
Standard deviation of demand for product i at retailer 
Service level for product i at retailer 
Back order quantity for product i at timet 


























Inventory holding cost for product i at retailer 
Distributor 
Planning period for distributor 
Frozen interval for distributor 
Maximum level of inventory for product i at distributor 
Safety stock for product i at distributor 
Lead time for replenishment of orders by manufacturer 
Stock at distributor for product i at time t 
Scheduled receipts for product i at time t by manufacturer 
Actual demand for product i at timet at the distributor 
Forecasted demand for product i at timet at the distributor 
Mean demand for product i at time t at the distributor 
Cost of unit back order of product i at distributor 
Purchase orders for product i at time t by distributor 
Planned orders for product i at timet by distributor 
Reorder point for product i at distributor 
Standard deviation for product i at distributor 
Service level for product i at distributor 
Economic Order Quantity for product i at distributor 
Back order quantity for product i at time t at distributor 
Inventory holding costs for product i at distributor 
Ordering costs for product i at distributor 
Total number of purchase orders from retailer to distributor 
for product i 
Total number of purchase orders placed by retailer 
Total number of back orders at retailer 




manufacturer for product i 
Average level of inventory at retailer for product i 
Average level of inventory at the retailer 
Average level of inventory at the distributor for product i 
Average level of inventory at the distributor 
Total number of back orders for product i at the retailer 
Total cost of maintaining inventory at the retailer 
Total cost of maintaining inventory at the distributor 
Fill rate of retailer 
Flexibility index 
Economic Order Quantity for retailer 
Qri = -J (2 * dri *Kri I h\ 
Safety Stock for retailer 
ssri = s\* sci 
Stock of product i at time t at retailer 
Srit= Sri(t-Il +SRctit + SBdit- Frit 
Average Inventory at retailer for product i 
t~n 
lri =[ L S\t ]\n 
t~O 
Average inventory at retailer for finished products at retailer 
I~{J 
f =[L Iri ]\p 
1~1 
Distributor 
Economic Order Quantity for distributor 
Qcti = -J (2* dcti *Kcti I hcti 
Safety Stock at distributor 
ssdi = sdi * sL di 
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Stock of product i at time t at distributor 
Sctit= Scti<t-1) +SDctit + SBctic Fctit 
Average Inventory at distributor for product i 
l=n 
Idi = [L sdit ]\ n 
1=0 
Average inventory for product at the distributor 
i=p 
Id = [ L Idi ]\ p 
i=l 
Distribution Requirement Planning (DRP) 
Retailer 
Maximum level of inventory for product i 
Mri = Qri + SS\ 
Create planned orders or releases 
I+LTr 
If [Sri(t-1)+ L SRdit + SBdit- prit)]< 0 
I 
Distributor 
Maximum level of inventory for product i 
Mdi = Qdi + ssdi 
Create planned orders or releases 
I+LTd 
If [Sdi(t-1)+ L SRmit+ SBmit- pdit)]< 0 
I 
Order point model 
Retailer 
Maximum level of inventory for product i 
Mri = Qri + RP\ 
Reorder point 
RPri= SS\+ (dri * LTct) 
Create purchase orders 
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I+Ud 
If sri(t-1)+[ L SRdit+ SBdit)]</= RPri 
I 
Distributor 
Maximum level of inventory for product i 
Mcti = Qcti + RPcti 
Reorder point 
RPcti = SScti + ( dcti * L Tct) 
Create purchase orders for manufacturer 
I+Ud 
If sdi(t-1) + [ L SRmit+ SBmit)]</= RPdi 
I 
Performance measures: 
Cost Model for retailer 
i=l i=l 
Cost Model for distributor 
Fill rate 
rr = 1-( Nr so I Nr ) 




































Number of time period 
Number of products 
Number of components 
Manufacturer 
Planning horizon for manufacturer 
Frozen interval for manufacturer 
Ordering cost for component j 
Holding cost for component j 
Economic order quantity for component j 
Container Quantity for component j 
Number ofkanbans for componentj at manufacturer 
Maximum level of inventory for component j at manufacturer 
Safety stock for component j 
Service level for component j 
Reorder point for component j at manufacturer 
lead time for transportation of components from supplier to 
manufacturer 
Stock of component j at time t at the manufacturer 
Stock at production line for component j at manufacturer 
Order kanbans for component j at time t from manufacturer 
Purchase orders of component j from manufacturer at time t 
Scheduled receipts for component j from supplier at time t 


















Receipt kanbans for component j at time t from supplier 
Back order kanbans from supplier for component j at time t 
Back orders for component j at time t 
Penalty cost for back order per unit of component j 
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Forecasted demand for final product i at time t at the 
manufacturer 
Forecasted demand for component J at time t at the 
manufacturer 
Actual demand for product i at time t at the manufacturer 
Actual demand for component j at manufacturer 
Mean demand for componentj at manufacturer( forecast) 
Standard deviation of demand for product i at manufacturer 
Standard deviation of demand for component j at 
manufacturer 
Number ofkanbans for componentj at timet at manufacturer 
The indicator variable; equals I if part i is needed to make 
productj 
BOM factor; number of units of component j required to 
make one unit of productj 
Supplier 
Planning period for supplier 
Frozen interval for supplier 
Setup cost for component j at supplier 
Holding cost for component j at supplier 
Economic Production Quantity for component j at supplier 
Maximum level of inventory for component j at supplier 
Stock for component j at supplier at time t 
Safety stock for component j at supplier 
Service level for component j at supplier 













Lead time for production of components for supplier 
Production orders for component j at supplier 
Production receipts for component j to supplier at time t 
Penalty cost for back order per unit of component j 
Demand forecast for component j at supplier 
Actual demand for component j at supplier 
Mean demand for componentj at supplier(forecast) 
Standard deviation of demand for component j at supplier 
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Average quantity of orders from manufacturer per unit time 
period 
Average quantity of production orders at supplier per unit 
time period 
Average quantity of back orders at manufacturer per unit 
time period 
Average level of inventory for component j per unit time 
period 
Average level of inventory at manufacturer per unit time 
period 
Average level of inventory at supplier for component j per 
unit time period 
Average level of inventory at supplier per unit time period 
Total number of back orders for component j per unit time 
period 
Total number of back orders for component j at supplier per 
unit time period 
Total cost of maintaining inventory at manufacturer per unit 
time period 




Fill rate at manufacturer 
Flexibility index 
Forecasted demand for component j at manufacturer 
i}J 
Fmjt= L (Uij * Vij* Fmit) 
i~l 
Actual demand for component j at manufacturer 
i}J 
Dmjt= L (uij * Vij* Dit) 
i~l 
Standard deviation of demand for component j at manufacturer 
i}J 
Smj= .f[L Vi/Uij*(smii] 
i =I 
Safety Stock for component j at manufacturer 
ssmj= (Smj * SL mj) 
Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) for manufacturer 
Qmj = --J(2* Kmj *dmj I Hmj) 
Average Inventory at of component j at manufacturer 
t~n 
Imj=[ L smjt] \ n 
t~O 
Average inventory at supplier 
J~m 
lm =[ L lmj ] \m 
j~l 
Supplier 
Economic Production Quantity (EPQ) for Supplier 
Qs = --J(2* Ks *ds I Hs) J J J J 
Safety stock for component j at supplier 
SS5j= (S5j * SL5j) 
Average Inventory at supplier for component j 
~n 
l5j =[ L S5jt ] \n 
t~O 
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Average inventory at supplier 
j=m 
Is=[L Isj] \m 
j=l 
Materials Requirement Planning 
Manufacturer 
Maximum level of inventory for component j 
Mmj = Qmj + SSmj 
Stock of component i at time t 
Smjt= Smj(t-1) + SR5jt + SB5jt - Dmjt 
Create planned orders or releases 
t=t-+LTm 
If [Smj(t-1)+ L ( SB5jt +SR5jt- Fmjt ) ] < 0 
POmjt = Mmj - Smjt 
Supplier 
Maximum level of inventory for component j 
Msj = Qsj + RPsj 
Reorder point 
RP5· = SS5 · + (ds * LT5) J J J 
Stock of component j at time t 
S5jt= S5j(t-1) + PR5jt- POmjt 
Create production orders 
1+!.7:, 
If S5j(t-1) +[ L PR5jt]- POmjt </= RP5j 
P05jt = M5j- S5jt 
Order point model 
Manufacturer 
Maximum level of inventory for component j 
Mm·=Qm+RPm J J J 
Reorder point for component j 
RP'j = SSmj + (dmj*LTd) 
Stock of component j at time t 
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Smjt = Smj(t-1)+ SR5jt + SB5jt -Dmjt 
Create purchase orders 
t94LTm 
If smj(t-1) + I ( SB5jt +SR5jt )<I= RPmj 
t 
Supplier 
Maximum level of inventory for component j 
Ms = Qs+ RPs J J J 
Reorder point 
RPs= SS5 + (d5 * LT5) J J J 
Stock of component j at time t 
S5jt= S5j(t-l) + PR5jc POmjt 
Create production orders 
1+/J, 
If S5j(t-l) +[ I PR5jt ]- POmjt <I= RP5j 
P05jt = M5j- S5jt 
Just in Time 
Manufacturer 
Number of Kanbans for component j 
kmj = ( dmj * ( L Tm) + SSmj)l CQmj 
Inventory at production line 
Smjt = Smj(t-1)- Dmjt 
Number of Kanbans for component j at time t 
kmjt = kmj(t-1) + KR5jt -IApprox.(Smjt I CQmj)l 
Create order Kanbans 
t9oLlin 
KOmjt = kmj- { kmj(t-1)+[ I (KR5jt + KB5jt)] - IApprox.(Smjt I CQmj)l} 
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Supplier 
Maximum level of inventory for component j 
Ms = Qs+ RPs J J J 
Reorder point 
RP5 = SS5 + (d5 * LT5) J J J 
Stock of component j at time t 
S5jt= S5j(t-l) + PR5jt- POmjt 
Create production orders 
t+U:, 
If S5j(t-l) +[ L PR5jt]- POmjt <I= RP5j 
OS S S P jt= M j- S j 
Performance metrics 
Cost Model for manufacturer 
Cost Model for supplier 
J=m J=m j=m 
C5l hj = L l5j + L ((K5/ hj)* Nmj) + L ((Cjsol hj )* * B05jt) 
j=l 
Fill rate (r) 
rm = 1-( Nm so I Nm ) 
Flexibility index (a) 

























WIP material index 
Number of time period 
Number of products 
Number of components 
Distributor 
Planning period for distributor 
Maximum level of inventory for product i at distributor 
Safety stock at distributor for product i 
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Lead time for replenishing finished goods stock at the 
distributor warehouse 
Lead time for transportation of goods from assembler to 
distributor 
Lead time for assembly of products 
Lead time for manufacturing products 
Lead time for transportation of goods from supplier to 
manufacturer 
Stock of product i at distributor at time t 
Scheduled receipts for product i from assembler at time t 
Actual demand for product i at time t at the distributor 
Mean demand at distributor for product i a timet (forecast) 
Actual demand for raw material j at manufacturer at time t 
Penalty cost per unit back order of product i 
Sdi 
SLcti 
















Production orders by distributor for product i a time t 
Economic Order Quantity for product i at time t at the 
distributor 
Reorder point for product i at the distributor 
Standard deviation of demand for product i the distributor 
Service level of product i at the distributor 
Back order quantity for product i at the distributor at time t 
Ordering cost for product i at the distributor 
Holding cost for product i at the distributor 
Processing cost for manufacturing per unit of product i 
Holding cost for raw materials per unit per time period at 
manufacturer 
Ordering cost for raw materials per unit per time period 
Bill of Material index; quantity of raw material j required to 
produce one unit of product i 
Assembler 
Planning period for assembler 
Maximum level of inventory for WIP material k at assembler 
Safety stock of WIP material k at assembler 
Stock of WIP material k at distributor at time t at assembler 
Scheduled receipts from manufacturer for WIP material k at 
timet 
Mean demand for product i at the assembler( forecast) 
Actual demand for WIP material k at time t at assembler 
Average demand for WIP material kat assembler( forecast) 
Purchase orders for WIP material k at time t 
Economic Production Quantity of WIP material k of at time t at 
assembler 
Reorder point of raw material kat timet at assembler 





















Standard deviation of demand for WIP material kat assembler 
Service level of WIP inventory k of at assembler 
Bill of Material index 
Back orders of WIP inventory i at assembler at time t 
Set up cost of WIP material k 
Inventory holding cost of WIP material k 
Penalty cost for back order of product 
Manufacturer 
Planning period for manufacturer 
Maximum stock of raw material j at the manufacturer 
Lead time for manufacture of WIP material 
Stock of raw material j at the manufacturer at time t 
Scheduled receipts by supplier for raw material j 
Actual demand for product i at time t at the manufacturer 
Actual demand for raw material j at time t at the manufacturer 
Mean demand for product i at time t ( forecast) 
Mean demand for raw material j at time t ( forecast) 
Penalty cost per back order unit of product i 
Purchase orders to supplier for raw material j at time t 
Economic Order Quantity for raw material j 
Safety stock for raw material j at manufacturer 
Reorder point of raw material j at manufacturer 
Standard deviation of demand for product i at manufacturer 
Standard deviation of demand for raw material j at 
manufacturer 
Service level for raw material j at the manufacturer 
Back order quantity of product i at manufacturer at time t 
Ordering costs for raw material j at manufacturer 








Average back order quantity for product i at distributor per 
unit time period 
Average order quantity placed by distributor per unit time 
period 
Average inventory for product i at the distributor per unit time 
period 
Average inventory of finished products at distributor per unit 
time period 
Total cost of maintaining inventory at distributor per unit time 
period 
Average back order quantity of product i at assembler per unit 
time 
Average number of orders placed by the assembler per unit 
time 
Holding cost for raw material k at assembler 
Average inventory of raw material k at the assembler per unit 
time 
Total cost of maintaining the inventory by assembler per unit 
time 
Total number of back orders for product i at manufacturer per 
unit time 
Total number of orders placed by manufacturer per unit time 
Average inventory of raw material j at manufacturer per unit 
time 
Average inventory of raw materials at manufacturer per unit 
time 
Total cost of maintaining inventory at manufacturer per unit 
time 
Flexibility index 
Make-to-stock supply chain 
Distributor 
Economic Order Quantity 
Qdi = .V (2* ddi *Kdi I hdi 
Safety Stock 
ssdi = sdi * SL di 
Maximum level of inventory for product i 
Mdi = Qdi + RPdi 
Reorder point 
RPdi = SSdi + (ddi * LT) 
Stock of product j at time t 
Sdit = Sdi(t-1) + SRat- Ddit 
Average Inventory at distributor for product i 
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1di =[ L sdit 1 \n 
t=O 
Average inventory at distributor 
i=p 
ld=[ L ldi] \p 
i=l 
Create production orders to manufacturer 
t+LT 
If sdi(t-1) + L SRat- Ddit </= RPdi 
POd it= Mdi - Sdit 
Manufacturer 
Demand for raw material j 
i=p 
Djt= L (Vij *POdit) 
i=l 
Create purchase orders to suppliers for component j 
POmjt= Dmjt 
Cost Model for finished goods 
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i;p i;p i;p 
cd 1 hdi = I Idj + I ((Kdi 1 hdi) * Ndj) + I ((Cdiso 1 hdi) * Bodi) 
j;J i=l j;J 
Cost model for WIP inventory 
k~ k-
cWIPI hdi =I ((POd it* Vjk *Lim )*(hmk I hdi )) + L (POd it* Vik * LTa)*(h\ lhdi )) 
k;J k=l 
Cost model for raw materials 
j;m i;p 
em I hmi = I ( hmj I hdj )*Imj + I ((Kmj I hdi) * Nmj) 
j;J i=l 
Total cost model 
c = cd I hdi + cWIP I hdi +em I hmi 
Assemble- to-order Supply Chain 
Assembler 
Economic Order Quantity 
Q\ = ~ (2* d\ *K\1 h\ 





s\= .J" [I Vik *(sai )2 ] 
j;J 
Demand for WIP inventory k 
i;p 
Dkt= I Dait 
i;J 
Reorder point 
RP\= SS\+ (d\ * (LTm +LT5 )) 
Stock of WIP material k at time t 
S\t= S\t + SRmkt- D\t 
Average inventory at distributor for raw material k 
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t=n 
I\ = CI S\t] \n 
t=O 
Create production orders to manufacturer 
t+LT 
If S\t+ [ L SRmkt ]- D\t<l= RP\ 
PO\t = M\ - S\t 
Manufacturer 
Demand for raw material j 
k=w 
Dmjt = L (Vkj *PO\t ) 
k=l 
Create purchase orders to suppliers for raw material j 
POmjt= Dmjt 
Cost model for WIP inventory 
k=w k=w 
cWIP I hdi = L (( POdit * Vik_ *LTm )*(hmkl hdi ))+ L (POdit * Vjk *LTa)*(h\ /hdi ) 
k=l k=l 
Cost model for buffer WIP inventory 
k=w k=w 
ca I hdi = L ( haj I hdj )*I\ + L ((K\1 hdi) * N\) 
~I ~I 
Cost model for raw materials 
~m J-
Cm I hmi = L ( hmj I hdj )*Imj + L ((Kmj I hdi) * Nmj) 
j=l j=l 
Total cost model 
c = ca I hdi + cWIP I hdi +em I hmi + (dmi * Kai) 
Make-to-order Supply chain 
Manufacturer 
Economic Order Quantity of raw material j 
Qmj = --J (2* dmj*Kmj I hmj 
Demand for raw material j 
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l=p 
Dmjt= L (Vij * Dmit) 
1=1 
Maximum level of inventory for raw material j 
Mm =Qm+RPm J J J 
Safety Stock for raw material j 
SSm = (sm* SL m) J .I J 
14J 
Smj= F [ L Vij *(smj )2] 
i=l 
Reorder point for raw material j 
RPm= ssm + (dm*LT5 ) J J J 
Stock of raw material j at time t 
Smjt= Smj(t-Il+ SR5jt -Dmjt 
Average Inventory at distributor for WIP material 
('on 
I\ = [ L s \t ] \n 
t~O 
Create purchase orders 
1+11 
If smjt +[ L SR5jt ]- <I= RPmj 
Cost model for WIP inventory 
k~ k'W 
cWIP I hdi = L (( POdit *Vik *Lim )*(hmk I hdi ))+ L (POd it *Vik * L Ta)*(h\ lhd, )) 
k~J k I 
Cost model for raw materials 
J=m t=m 
em I hmi = L ( hmj I hdj )*Imj + L ((Kmj I hdi) * Nmj) 
j=l j~J 
Total cost model 




ct ct I ct r = 1-( N BO N ) 
Flexibility index (a) 
a = rr/C 
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APPENDIXB 
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS 
56 
This appendix consists of tables, which show the inputs that have been designed to 
determine new product flexibility, product mix flexibility, demand flexibility, and 
delivery flexibility respectively. 
Product life cycle 1 year 2 years 
Forecasted Forecasted 
Time period Demand Real Demand Demand 
1 N(100,10) N(100,100) N(50,5) 
2 N(150, 15) N(150,150) N (70,7) 
3 N(200,20) N(200,180) N(100,10) 
4 N(500,50) N( 500,250) N(110,11) 
5 N(500,50) N( 500,250) N(120,12) 
6 N(200,20J N( 200, 80) N(200,20) 
7 N{150,15) N( 150,60) N(500,50) 
8 N(100,10) N(100,20) N(500,50) 


















N( 50, 30) 
N(70,42) 
N( 100, 50) 








N( 450, 90) 
N( 200, 40) 








N( 50, 5) 
N(70,7) 
N( 100, 10) 















N( 300, 30) 
N( 200, 20) 






N( 50, 15) 
N(70,21) 
N( 100, 50) 















N( 300, 15) 
N( 200, 10j_ 
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Mix1 Mix2 Mix3 Mix4 Mix5 
Volume1 N(250,25) N(300,30) N(350,35) N(150,15) N(100,10) 
Mean demand =500 N(100,10) N(100,10) N(50,5) N(100,10) N(100,10) 
Number of products = 5 N(50,5) N(50,5) N(25,3) N(75,8) N(100,10) 
N(25,3} N(25,3} N(25,3} N(100,10) N(100, 10) 
N(75,8) N(25,3} N(50,5) N(75,8} N(100,10} 
Mix1 Mix2 Mix3 Mix4 Mix5 
Volume2 N(300,30) N(150,15) N(SOO, 50) N{150,15) N{100,10) 
Mean demand =1 000 N{150,15} N{175,18) N(15,2} N(150,15} N(100,10} 
Number of products = 1 0 N(75,8} N(250,25} N(25,3) N(100,10} N(100,10} 
N(25,3} N(75,8} N(50,5} N(125,13} N(100,10} 
N{100,10} N{25,3) N(75,8) N{100,10) N(100,10} 
N(175,18) N(50,5} N(100,10) N(75,8} N{100,10) 
N(50,5) N(125, 13) N(125,13) N(125,13) N(100,10} 
N(25,3) N(50,5) N(10,10) N(75,8} N(100,10) 
N(50,5} N(85,8} N(50,5} N(50,5) N{100,10) 
N(50,5) N(15,2) N(50,5) N{50,5) N(100,10} 
Volume3 Mix1 Mix2 Mix3 Mix4 Mix5 
Mean demand =1500 N(400,40) N(200, 20) N{125,13} N(500,50) N(100,10) 
Number of products =15 N{150,15) N{175, 18} N{100,10} N{75,8) N{100,10) 
N(75,8) N(250,25} N(75,8) N{100,10} N(100,10} 
N(25,3} N(100,10} N(125,13) N(125,13) N(100,10) 
N(100,10) N(25,3) N(125, 13} N(100,10) N(100,10) 
N{175,18) N{50,5) N{100, 10} N(75,8) N{100,10) 




SIMULATION ANALYSIS RESULTS 
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This appendix consists of simulation output analysis graphs. The simulation output 
graphs which depict the confidence intervals of the difference between the performances 
the alternatives, that are plotted to compare the performance of alternatives for, 1) 
Demand side inventory control policy, 2) Supply side inventory control policy, and 3) 
Decoupling point respectively. 
Demand side inventory control policy 
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~ J!7l rz. .. ...., ...,. •• • ......,....., • . • I L;. :r;e...,.._.!N~ , .,.,,~_.. ... ..,.... ,._,_, 
Figurel Confidence interval for difference between confidence interval of order 
point and DRP (volume 1) 
II ..... J r!LJHH 
·•.1----'--;t-- --- ---- ---- ---- ---.l, 
Figure2 Confidence interval for difference between confidence interval of order 
point and DRP (volume 2) 
. . . 
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Figure3 Confidence interval for difference between confidence interval of order 
point and DRP (volume 3) 
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2. Delive 
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Figure4 Confidence interval for difference between confidence interval of order 
point and DRP 
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Figure3 Confidence interval for difference between confidence interval of order 
point and DRP (5 products 
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Figure4 Confidence interval for difference between confidence interval of order 
point and DRP (10 products) 
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FigureS Confidence interval for difference between confidence interval of order 
point and DRP (15 products) 
4. New product flexibility 
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Figure6 Confidence interval for difference between confidence interval of order 
point and DRP (1 year) 
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Figure7 Confidence interval for difference between confidence interval of order 
point and DRP (2 year) 
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FigureS Confidence interval for difference between confidence interval of order 
point and DRP (3 year) 
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Supply side inventory control policy 
1. Demand Flexibility 
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Figure9 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
and MRP (volume 1) 
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Figure10 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
and order point (volume 1) 
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Figure11 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and MRP (volume 1) 
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Figure12 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
and MRP (volume 2) 
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Figure13 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
and order point (volume2) 
Figure14 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and MRP (volume 2) 
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FigurelS Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
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Figure16 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
and order point (volume3) 
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Figure17. Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and MRP (volume3) 
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2. Delivery flexibility 
Figure18 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
and MRP 
Figure19 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
and order point. 
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Figure20 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and MRP 
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3. Product mix flexibility 
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Figure21 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
and MRP (5 products) 
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Figure22 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and MRP (5 products) 
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Figure23 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of and 
order point and kanban (5 products) 
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Figure24 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
and MRP (10 products) 
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Figure25 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and MRP (10 products) 
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Figure26 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and kanban (5 products) 
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Figure27 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
and MRP (15 products) 
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Figure28 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and MRP (10 products) 
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Figure29 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and kanban (5 products) 
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Figure30 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and MRP (1 year) 
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Figure31 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
and MRP (1 year) 
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Figure32 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and kanban (1 product) 
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Figure33 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and MRP (2 year) 
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Figure34 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
point and MRP (2 year) 
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Figure35 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and kanban (2 year) 
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Figure36 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and MRP (3 year) 
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Figure37 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of kanban 
point and MRP (3 year) 
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Figure38 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility index of order 
point and kanban (3 year) 
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Figure39 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to- order and make-to-stock (volume 1) 
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Figure40 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of make-
to-stock and make-to-order (volume 1) 
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Figure41 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-order (volume 1) 
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Figure42 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-stock (volume 2) 
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Figure43 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of make-
to-stock and make-to-order (volume 2) 
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Figure44 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 




Figure45 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-stock (volume 3) 
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Figure46 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of make-
to-stock and make-to-order (volume 3) 
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Figure47 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-order (volume 3) 
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2. Delivery flexibility 
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Figure48 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to- order and make-to-stock 
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Figure49 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of make-
to-stock and make-to-order 
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FigureSO Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to- order and make-to-order 
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3. Product mix flexibility 
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FigureS! Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-stock (5 products) 
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Figure52 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of make 
to stock and make to order (5 products) 
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Figure53 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble to order and make to order (5 products) 
-Figure54 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-stock (10 products) 
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Figure55 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of make-
to-stock and make-to-order (10 products) 
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Figure56 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-order (10 products) 
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Figure57 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-stock (15 products) 
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Figure 58 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
make-to-stock and make-to-order (15 products) 
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Figure59 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-order (15 products) 
Figure60 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-stock (1 year) 
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Figure61 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of make-
to-stock and make-to-order (1 year) 
Figure62 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-order (1 year) 
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Figure63 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-stock (2 years) 
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Figure64 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of make-
to-stock and make-to-order (2 years) 
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Figure64 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-order (2 years) 
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Figure65 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 
assemble-to-order and make-to-stock (3 years) 
Figure66 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of make-
to-stock and make-to-order (3 years) 
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Figure67 Confidence intervals for the difference between flexibility indexes of 




This appendix consists of the code that has been developed for simulation and statistical 
analysis in Mat lab 7.0. The simulation code is developed for all the alternatives of the 
following systems, 1) Demand side inventory control policy, 2) Supply side inventory 
control policy, and 3) Decoupling point. 
Demand side inventory control policy 
1. Distribution Requirement planning 
end 
for i=l:n %no of products 
Q{i)=round( sqrt(2*D(i)*52*Kr(i)/hr(i) )) ;%EOQ 
SSr(i)=round(SDr(i)*SLr); %safety stock 
RPr(i)=round(SSr(i)+Ltr*D(i)); %reorder point 
Mr(i)=round(Q(i)+RPr(i)); %maweek inc lvl of inv 
Md(i)=Mr(i)*3; 
RPd(i)=RPr(i)*3; 
%Orders from retailer for week 1 
for i=l:n 
end 
Sr(i 1l)=Mr(i)-Fr(i 1l); 
if Mr(i)-sum(Fr(i 1l:l+Ltr))<0 
POr(i 1l)=Mr(i)-(Mr(i)-sum(Fr(i 1l:l+Ltr))); 
SRr(i 1l+Ltr)=POr(i 11); 
Nr(i)=Nr(i)+l; 
end 




if Md(i)-sum(P0r(i 1l:l+Ltd))<0 
end 
POd ( i 1 1) =Md ( i) - (Md ( i) -sum ( POr ( i 1 1: l+Ltd) ) ) ; 
SRm(i 1l+Ltr)=P0d(i 11); 
Nd(i)=Nd(i)+l; 
88 
for t=start_week:end week 
for i=l:n% Creating orders based on forecast(Retailer) 
Sr(i 1t)= Sr(i 1t-l)+SRr(ilt)-Fr(i 1t); 








for t=start week:end_week%Real scenario for frozen 
interval(Retailer) 
for 1st week 
for i=l:n 




Slr(i 1 t)=Slr(i~t-l)+SRd(ilt)+SB(ilt)-Dr(ilt); 
if Slr(i 1t)<0 & Slr(i~t-1)>=0% Create back orders 
BOr(i 1t)=abs(Slr(ilt)); 
end 




%updating stock after frozen interval 

























































2. Order Point 
for i=1:n %no of products 
Q(i)=round( sqrt(2*D(i)*52*Kr(i)/hr(i))); %economic 
order qty 
end 
SSr(i)=round(SDr(i)*SLr); %safety stock 
RPr(i)=round(SSr(i)+Ltr*D(i)); %reorder point 
Mr(i)=round(Q(i)+RPr(i)); %maweek inc lvl of inv 
Md(i)=Mr(i)*3; 
RPd(i)=RPr(i)*3; 
for t=start week:end week 
for i=1:n%calcualting the stock for retailer and 
creating purchase orders 










Sr(i,t)= Sr(i,t-1) + SRd(i,t) + SB(i,t)-





if Sr(i,t)<O & Sr(i,t-1)<0% Create back orders 
BOr(i,t)=abs(Sr(i,t)); 
end 
if Sr(i,t)<O &Sr(i,t-1)<0% Create back orders 
BOr(i,t)=abs(Sr(i,t-1)-Sr(i,t)}; 
end 


























%put here new demand D (user input) 













Cr(i)=(Kr(i)/hr(i))*ceil(sum(POr(i,l:52))/52)+(NBr(i)*BH) %+ Iravg(i) 
Cd(i)=(Kd(i)/hd(i))*ceil(sum(POd(i,l:52))/52)%+Idavg(i); 










Supply side inventory control policy 
1. Material Requirement Planning (MRP) 
for x=l:30 
BOM=2 












dmj=2*[(sum(D(l,l:2))) (sum(D(1,3:4))) D(l,S) ]%BOM explosion 





Ltm=l; % lead time for transportation of components from supplier to 
manufacturer 
Lts=l; % lead time for production of components at supplier 
SLm=.99 %service level for manufacturer 
SLs=.99 %service level for supplier 
for j=l:3 %no of components 
Qm(j)=round( sqrt(2*dmj (j)*52*Km(j)/hm(j))); %economic order qty 
for manufacturer 
SSm(j)=round(SDmj (j)*SLm); %safety stock for manufacturer 
Mm(j)=round(Qm(j)+SSm(j)); %maweek inc level of inv 























for j=1:3 % Forecasted and real demand for manufacturer 
Fm(jl :)=round(dmj (j)+ SDmj (j)*randn(total weeks+Ltm+5 11)); 
Dm(jl :)=round(dmj(j)+ SDmj (j)*randn(total=weeks+Ltm+5 11)); 
end 
for j=1:3%creating orders for first week by manufacturer 
Sm ( j I 1) =Mm ( j ) - Fm ( j 1 1) ; 
end 
if Mm(j)-sum(Fm(j 11:1+Ltm))<O 
POm(ji1)=Mm(j)-(Mm(j)-sum(Fm(j 11:1+Ltm))); 
SRm(ji1+Ltm)=POm(j 11); 
Nm ( j ) =Nm ( j ) + 1 ; 
end 
for week=1:18 
for t=start week:end week 
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for j=1:3 % Creating orders based on forecast for manufacturer 
Sm(j 1t)= Sm(j~t-1)-Fm(j 1 t)+SRm(j 1 t); 
if (Sm(j 1t-1)+sum(SRm(j 1t:t+Ltm))-sum(Fm(jlt:t+Ltm) ))<0 






for t=start week:end_week 
for j=1:3 
S s ( j 1 1) =Ms ( j ) - POrn ( j 1 1) ; 
if P0m(j 11)>0 
SRs(ji1+Lts)=POm(jl1); 
end 
Ss(j 1 t)=Ss(j 1 t-1)+PRs(j~t)-POm(j~tl; 




if P0m(j 1t)>0& Ss(j 1t)<0& Ss(j~t-1)>0% creating scheduled 
reciepts for manufacturer 





SB(j 1 t+Ltm+Lts)=abs(Ss(j~tll; 
end 
if Ss(j 1t-1)+sum(PRs(j 1t:t+Lts))-POm(jlt)<=RPs(j)%creating 





j=1:3%Real scenario for frozen interval for manufacturer 
S1m(j 11)=Mm(j)-Dm(jl1); . . S1m(j 1 t)=S1m(j 1 t-1)+SRs(jlt)+SB(J~t)-Fm(J~tl; 
if S1m(j 1 t)<O&S1m(j~t-1)>=0 BOm(j 1 t)=ceil(abs(S1m(j~t))) ;%create back orders 
end 
















if S1m(j ,t) >0 
Im(j)=Im(j)+S1m(j,t); 

















2. Order point 
for x=1:30 












dmj=2*[(surn(D(1,1:2))) (surn(D(1,3:4))) D(1,5) ]%BOM explosion 






Ltrn=1; % lead time for transportation of components from 
supplier to manufacturer 
Lts=1; % lead time for production of components at supplier 
SLrn=.99 %service level for manufacturer 
SLs=.99 %service level for supplier 
for j=1:3 %no of components 
95 
Qrn(j)=round( sqrt(2*drnj (j)*52*Krn(j)/hrn(j) )) %economic order 
qty for manufacturer 
SSrn(j)=round(SDrnj (j)*SLrn) %safety stock for manufacturer 
RPrn(j)=round(SSrn(j)+drnj (j)*Lts); 


















for j=1:3 % Forecasted and real demand for manufacturer 
Drn(j, :)=round(drnj (j)+ SDrnj (j)*randn(total_weeks+Ltrn,1)); 
end 
for week=1:9 














Ss ( j , 1) =Ms ( j) -POrn ( j , 1) ; 




if POrn(j,t)>O& Ss(j,t)>OI!Ss(j,t)==O% creating 
scheduled reciepts for manufacturer 
SRs(j,t+Ltrn)=POrn(j,t); 
end 
if POm(j 1t)>O& Ss(j 1t)<0& Ss(j 1t-1)>0% creating 
scheduled reciepts for manufacturer 
End 
SRs(j 1t+Ltm)=Ss(j 1t-1); 
SBs(j 1t+Ltm+Lts)=POm(j 1t)-Ss(j 1t-1); 
if Ss(j 1t-1)+sum(PRs(j 1t:t+Lts))-POm(j 1t)<=RPs(j)%creating production 


























Cm(j)=(Km(j)/hm(j))*POM(j)+(NBm(j)*BH) + Imavg(j) 
Cs(j)=(Ks(j)/hs(j))*POS(j)+Isavg(j); 
C(j)=Cm(j)+Cs(j); 
CT= sum ( C ( 1 I 1 : 3) ) ; 
BO=sum(NBm(111:3)); 
DT=sum ( dmj ( 1 I 1: 3) ) ; ; 





n=S; %Number of products 
HM=1; 
for i=1:n 
var(1 1i)=D(1 1i)A2*.1*.1; 
end 








dmj=2*[(sum(D(1,1:2))) (sum(D(1,3:4))) D(1,5) ]%BOM explosion 





Ltm=1; % lead time for transportation of components from 
supplier to manufacturer 
Lts=1; % lead time for production of components at supplier 
SLm=.99 %service level for manufacturer 
SLs=.99 %service level for supplier 
for j=1:3 %no of components 
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Qm{j)=round( sqrt(2*dmj (j)*52*Km(j)/hm(j))) %economic order 
qty for manufacturer 
end 
SSm(j)=round(SDmj (j)*SLm) %safety stock for manufacturer 
RPm(j)=round(dmj (j)*(Ltm+round(SSm(j)/dmj (j)))); 






















for j=1:3 % Forecasted and real demand for manufacturer 
Dmj (j, :)=round(dmj (j)+ SDmj (j)*randn(total_weeks+Ltm,1)); 
end 
for j=1:3 
k1m ( j , 1) =km ( j) ; 
end 
for j=1:3%kanban ordering for the first week 
if k1m(j,1)>0 
mk(j,1)=ceil(Dmj(j,1)/Qm(j)) ;%move the first kanban to 
production line 
k1m(j,1)=k1m(j,1)-mk(j,1); 















Sm(j,t)=Sm(j,t-1)-Dmj (j,t) ;%inventory in production 









BOm(j,t)=abs(Sm(j,t)) ;%create back orders 
end 
if Sm(j,t)<=0&k1m(j,t-1)<=0&Sm(j,t-1)<0 
BOm(j,t)=abs(Sm(j,t)-Sm(j,t-1)) ;%create back 
end 









if POm(j,t)>O& Ss(j,t)>=O% creating scheduled 
reciepts for manufacturer 
KRs(j,t+Ltm)=KOm(j,t); 
end 
if POm(j,t)>O& Ss(j,t)<O& Ss(j,t-1)>0% creating 
scheduled reciepts for manufacturer 
SRs(j,t+Ltm)=Ss(j,t-1); 
End 
if Ss(j,t-1)+sum(PRs(j,t:t+Lts))-POm(j,t)<=RPs(j)%creating production 

















Im ( j ) = Im ( j ) +Sm ( j , t) + ( klm ( j , t) * Qm ( j ) ) ; 
Is(j)=Is(j)+Ss(j,t); 
if Sm(j,t)>O&klm(j,t)<=O 









Cm(j}=(Km(j)/hm(j))*POM(j)+(NBm(j}*BH) + Imavg(j) 
Cs(j)=(Ks(j)/hs(j))*POS(j)+Isavg(j); 















Vd=var;%variation in demand 









SLm=.99 %service level for retailer 
SLd=.99 %service level for distributor 
BOM=2 
Km=[ 50 50 50); 
hm= [ 1 1 1 l ; 
for i=l:n %no of products 
Qd(i)=round( sqrt(2*D(i)*SO*KFGhFG)); %economic order qty 
for distributor 
SSd(i)=round(SDd(i)*SLd); %safety stock for distributor 




Md(i)=round(Qd(i)+RPd(i)); %maweek inc lvl of inv for 
dmj=BOM*[(sum(D(1,1:n))) (sum(D(1,1:n))) D(1,1:n) ] ;%BOM 
explosion 
Vmj=BOM* [(sum(Vd(1,1:n))) (sum(Vd(1,1:n))) Vd(1,1:n) ] ; 
SDm=sqrt(Vmj); 
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for j=1:3 %no of raw materials/components 
Qm(j)=round(sqrt(2*dmj (j)*52*Km(j)/hm(j) )) ; %economic order 
qty for manufacturer 
manufacturer 
end 
SSm(j)=round(SDm(j)*SLm); %safety stock for manufacturer 
RPm(j)=dmj (j)*Lts + SSm(j); 
Mm(j)=(Qm(j)+RPm(j)) 
%RPm(j)=sum(RPd(1,1:4)); 






Sd=zeros(n,total_weeks); % stock at distirbutor 












for t=start week:end_week 
















if Sd(i,t)<O &Sd(i,t-1)<0% Create back orders 
BOd(i,t)=abs(Sd(i,t-1)-Sd(i,t)); 
end 
























































































Vd=var;%variation in demand 
SDd=sqrt (Vd) ; 









SLm=.99 %service level for retailer 
SLa=.99 %service level for distributor 
BOM=2 
Ia=O; 
Km=[ 50 50 50]; 
hm=[ 1 1 1]; 
Kmhm=KmHFG1/HmHFG1 
% WIP stock 
1( 
Qa=round( sqrt(2*sum(D(1:n))*50*Kmhm}); %economic order qty fo1 
distributor 
SSa=round(SDa*SLa); %safety stock for distributor 
RPa=round(SSa+(Ltm*sum(D(1:n)})); %reorder point for 
distirbutor 
Ma=round(Qa+RPa); %maweek_inc lvl of inv for distributor 
dmj=BOM*[(sum(D(1,1:n))) (sum(D(1,1:n})) sum(D(1,1:n)) ] ;%BOM 
explosion 
Vmj =BOM* [ (sum (Vd ( 1, 1: n))) (sum (Vd ( 1, 1: n))) (sum (Vd ( 1, 1: n) ) ) ] ; 
SDm=sqrt(Vmj); 
for ]=1:3 %no of raw materials/components 
Qm(j)=round(sqrt(2*dmj (j)*52*Km(j)/hm(j) )) ; %economic order 
qty for manufacturer 
manufacturer 
end 
SSm(j)=round(SDm(j)*SLm); %safety stock for manufacturer 
RPm(j)=dmj(j)*Lts + SSm(j); 
Mm(j)=Qm(j)+RPm(j) 
%RPm(j)=sum(RPd(1,1:4)); 






Sd=zeros(n,total ;eeks); % stock at distirbutor 









Id=zeros (n, 1); 
Nm=zeros(3,1); 
Nd=zeros(n,1); 




for t=start week:end week 








SRd(3 1l+Ltd)=Dd(3 11) 
SRd(4 1l+Ltd)=Dd(4 11) 
SRd(51l+Ltd)=Dd(5 11) 
~a (11 t) =Sa (11 t-1) +SRm (1 1 t) -sum (Dd (1 :n t)) . 
lf Sa(1 1t)>=0 I I 
end 
SRd(l 1t+Ltd)=Dd(1 1t) 
SRd(2 1t+Ltd)=Dd(2 1t) 
SRd(3 1t+Ltd)=Dd(3 1t) 
SRd(4 1t+Ltd)=Dd(4 1t) 
SRd(5 1t+Ltd)=Dd(5 1t) 
if Sa(1~t-l)+sum(SRa(1 1 t:t+Lta+Ltm))-
sum(Dd(l:n1t))<=RPa(111) 
POa(l 1t)=Ma(1 11)-Sa(1 1t); 




if Sa(l 1t)<O&Sa(1 1t-1)>0 
Dtemp=Dd; 
for k=l:n 
[val 1I]=min(D_temp(: 1t)); 
D_temp(I 1t)=max(Dd(: 1t)); 
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if Sa(1~t-l)+SRm(11t)+SB(1 1 t)>=Dd(I 1 t) 
Sa(1 1t)=Sa(1 1t-1)+SRm(1 1t)+SB(1 1t)-Dd(I,t); 
SRd(I 1t+Ltm)=Dd(I 1t); 
Else 
if Sa(l 1t-1)+sum(SRm(l 1t:t+Ltm))+SB(1 1t)<Dd(I 1t) 
SRd(I 1t+Lta+Ltm)= (Sa(1 1t-1)+SRm(1 1t)+SB(1 1t)) 





for j=l:3%calcualting the stock for manufacturer 
Sm(j 11)=Mm(j)- (POa(1 11))*BOM; 
SRm(1 11+Ltm)=P0a(1 11); 
Sm(j 1t)=Sm(j 1t-1)+SRm(jlt)-POa(11t)*BOM; 
if Sm(j 1 t)>=0&P0a(1~t)>0 
SRa(1 1t+Ltm)=POa(11t); 
end 
if Sm(j 1 t)<O&Sm(j~t-1)>0 SRa(1 1 t+Ltm)=floor((Sm(j~t-1)+SRm(j,t))/BOM); 
End 













Cd(ii1)=D(11i)*KaHFG1 +NBd(i 11)*BH(i) 
for j=1:3 
for t=1:52 
if Sm ( j I t) > 0 






























n=5; %Number of products 
HM=1; 
for i=1:n 
var(1 1i)=D(1 1i)A2*.1*.1; 
end 





dmj= 2 *[(sum(D(1 11:n))) (sum(D(1 11:n))) D(111:n) l ;%BOM 
explosion 
Vmj= 2 *[(sum(Vd(1 11:n))) (sum(Vd(1 11:n))) Vd(1~1:nl l; 
SDmj= round(sqrt(Vmj)); 




Ltm=1; % lead time for transportation of components from 
supplier to manufacturer 
Lts=1; % lead time for production of components at supplier 
SLm=.99; %service level for manufacturer 
SLs=.99; %service level for supplier 
for j=1:3 
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Qm(j)=round( sqrt(2*dmj (j)*52*Km(j))); %economic order qty 
for manufacturer 
SSm(j)=round(SDmj (j)*SLm); %safety stock for manufacturer 
RPm(j)=round(SSm(j)+Lts*dmj (j)); %reorder point for 
manufacturer 






Ltd=1; % lead time for distributor 
Lta=1; % lead time for assembler 
Ltm=1; % lead time for manufacturer 
Lts=1; % lead time for supplier 
SLd=.9 ;%service level for distributor 
SLm=.9 ;%service level for manufacturer 
Sr=zeros(n 1 total_weeks); 
SRd=zeros(n 1 total_weeks+Ltd+Lta+Ltm); 
SB=zeros(n 1 total_weeks+Ltd+Lta+Ltm); 
B0d=zeros(n 1 total_weeks); 
Im=zeros(n 1 total_weeks); % stock at distirbutor 
SRm=zeros(n 1 total_weeks+Ltd+Lta+Ltm) ;% scheduled reciepts by 
manufacturer 
Dr=zeros(n 1 total_weeks+Ltd+Lta+Ltm); 
P0d=zeros(n 1 total_weeks+Ltd+Lta+Ltm); 
Nm=zeros(n 1 1); 
BOM=2; 
%no of products 
for i=1:n 







SRd(2 1 1+Ltm+Lta+Ltd)=Dd(2,1); 
SRd(3,1+Ltm+Lta+Ltd)=Dd(3,1); 
SRd(4,1+Ltm+Lta+Ltd)=Dd(4,1); 
SRd(5 1 1+Ltm+Lta+Ltd)=Dd(S/1); 
end 
























SRd(I,t+Lta+Ltm+Ltd}=floor( (Sm(j,t-l}+SRm(j,t}+SB(j,t}) /BOM}; 
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